
PRINT IMAGES
OPEN FORMAT (EXACTLY THE SAME AS LAST YEAR EXCEPT THAT A4 IMAGES CAN NOW 
BE ENTERED WITH 3 IMAGES PER MEMBER.
Judging for printed images remains the same as last year.

DIGITAL IMAGES
THE CATEGORY COMPETITION WILL ONLY APPLY TO DIGITAL IMAGES.
4 Digital images in total per member.
One category may have 2 images.
Categories are:- OPEN COLOUR

OPEN MONOCHROME
NATURAL WORLD
RECORD
PEOPLE

Judging for digital images as follows:- Each category gets one winner i.e a 20 with the remaining 
marks being awarded as merited by the judge.

The criteria below is for suggestion and guidance only, please enter your images in the 
category you think best fits the main topic of the piece bearing in mind the restrictions for editing 
in certain categories.

OPEN COLOUR NATURAL 
WORLD

OPEN 
MONOCHROME

RECORD PEOPLE

Abstract Flora & forna Single shade Architecture Portraits

Collage Birds Split tone Still life Street scene

Digital art Natural 
landscapes

Black & white Statues Sport

Anything outside 
of the other 
categories in 
colour.

Seascapes Can be a 
monochrome 
image of one of 
the other 
categories.

Typical image 
found in a 
reference book 
recording an 
event or artefact.

Demonstration

Photoshop 
special

Weather Motorsport Concert

Animals Transport

Anything goes as 
long as it's in 
colour

If God made it 
and looks like 
he/she did i.e. no 
huge amounts of 
post processing 
(such images 
may be better 
suited in open 
colour or open 
monochrome).

Anything goes as 
long as it's either 
Black &White or 
monochrome. 

Minimum 
alteration by 
editing is 
allowed - only 
the following are 
permitted, dust 
spot removal 
cropping, 
sharpening and 
contrast changes 
to bring out 
detail.. 

Anything goes as 
long as the main 
subject is a 
person or people. 



Please submit your digital images as follows:-

Maximum of 4 images in total. 
Maximum of 2 images in any one category.  

Images to be named as per the new numbering/file name convention:- 

MemberNumber_Category_Title_x of 4 

for example   
9999_Record_Car_1 of 4 
9999_Record_Bus_2 of 4 

9999_People_Clown_3 of 4 
9999_Natural world_Bird_4 of 4 

Size of the images to be  
1050 x1440 pixels 

(landscape orientation 1440 horizontal edge or  
portrait orientation 1050 vertical edge) 

Submission of images to Sue at s-hogarth@hotmail.co.uk 
____________________________________________________________________________

___ 
- 

----------

Please submit your print images as follows:-

Maximum of 3 images. 
Images to be named as per the new numbering/file name convention:- 

MemberNumber_Title_x of 3 
   
for example   

9999_Flower_1 of 3 
9999_Dog_2 of 3 
9999_Train_3 of 3 

Images can be A3 or A4 in size. 
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